INTRODUCTION
Let us consider the « model problem » of an homogeneous isotropic thin plate clamped along the entire boundary and acted by an uniformely distributed load /?. It is well known that, if Q is the portion of the (x ls x 2 ) plane occupied by the plate, the transversal displacement w(x l9 x 2 ) of the plate is solution of the following boundary value problem ; { A 2 w = p in Q,
w=^ = o on an,
where ÔQ is the boundary of Q and n is the normal outward direction to êQ. The problem (P) is a classical one, and has been studied from a theoretical and numerical point of view by many authors for a long time (see e.g. [17] , [18] , [44] s but the literature on this subject is quite large). The use of finite element methods has recently contributed new developments to the numerical approach to the problem ; presently many different types of approximations by means of finite element methods are used : conforming, non conforming, equilibrium, hybrid, and mixed (see e.g. [9] , [11] , [19] , [33] , [42] , [46] and the bibliography of these papers). We shall treat hère the « assumed stresses hybrid method » due to Pian and Tong (see e.g. [32] ). Although this method has been used for quite a few years, the first proof of convergence has been given only in the last year in [7] and only for some particular choice of discréti-sations. In the present paper we construct a very large family of discrétisations, including the classical ones, depending on three parameters (m = degree of the stress field inside each element, r = degree of the displacements at the interelement boundaries, and s = degree of the normal derivatives of the displacements at the interelement boundaries) and we give sufficient conditions on the value of the parameters in order to have convergence (Theorem 3.7.). A bound for the error is also given for each choice of the parameters. Another resuit of some interest deals with the problem of the search for a « particular solution » ƒ of the équation which is needed in order to apply the method. We show that the practical computation of each term of the discrete problem which contains f can be reduced to the computation of intégrais of the known function p, times some suitable known polynomials ; therefore a knowledge of ƒ is not really needed.
At the end of the paper we also give some results which have been obtained in the numerical experiments performed by the authors using the Honeywell 6030 of the « Centro di Caicoii Numerici deii'Università di Pavia », The scheme of the paper is the following. In paragraph 1 we give a gênerai idea of the assumed stresses hybrid method of Pian and Tong : for any given décomposition 7S f c of Q into convex polygonal subdomains (for the sake of simplicity Q is supposed to be a convex polygon), problem (P) is transformed into a saddle point problem (P f ) in which two spaces appear : a space of stresses Vfô h ) defined independently in each element and a space (of Lagrangian multipliers) of displacements W(lj k ) defined (essentially) with their first derivatives at the interelement boundaries. A theorem of existence and uniqueness of problem (P f ) is given and its solution is related to the solution of (P).
In paragraph 2 we give, at first, an abstract theorem of convergence (Theorem 2.1) for a gênerai discrétisation of (P f ) by means of finite dimensional spaces V h <= Vfô h ) and W h c W(<g h ); the convergence is proved if V h and W h satisfy an «abstract» hypothesis, Hl. After that we introducé a gênerai family of spaces V h and W h ; sufficient conditions in order that V h and W h , constructed in the indicated manner, satisfy Hl are given in Theorem 3.7. The last part of paragraph 2 and the whole of paragraph 3 deal with the different steps which lead to the proof of Theorem 3.7. Others different sufficient conditions can be obtained by means of the « intermediate steps », i.e. Theorem 2.2, Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1.
In paragraph 4 we study the behaviour (in \h\) of the error bounds given by Theorem 2.1, in the case in which V h and W h are constructed in the indicated manner. We underline in particular Lemma 4.1, first proved by L. Tartar, which is a généralisation of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma and which can be useful in many other situations. A new proof to this lemma is also reported.
In paragraph 5 we study the discrete problem from the computational point of view. We indicate a procedure which avoids the difficultés connected with a knowledge of the particular solution ƒ ; we show that the linear system of équations which is obtained is « equivalent » (in the sense that we have the same degrees of freedom, the same topological matrix, and, with our procedure on ƒ the difficultés for the computation of the « known vector » are of the same type) to a « displacement method », conforming or non conforming, but in a more gênerai context. We can find in this way the « hybrid analogues » of the classical « displacement » approaches. At the end of paragraph 5 we give finally the results obtained in some numerical experiments; in particular, we find (see also e.g. [31] ) that different choices of the discrete stresses V h do not change the « structure » of the final matrix but they can affect the précision.
THE HYBRID APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
Let us consider the problem
where Q is a convex polygon in the (x lt x 2 ) plane, p(x ly x 2 ) is an element of L 2 (Q) and n is the direction of the outward normal to F. It is well known that the solution w{x u x 2 ) of (1.1) can be regarded as the displacement along the .x^-axis of an elastic uniform isotropic plate which is clamped along the entire boundary F and subjected to an uniformly distributed load p{x u x 2 ). Let us introducé the space of stresses
with the scalar product Let us consider now a décomposition TS h of Q into convex subdomains ; to the décomposition 75 ft we associate the space
with the norm (i-io) Osll£ -llsIS + J^ KJbâ nd we define the continuous bihnear form on ^ x Hl(Q) ( x ) :
It is easy to verify that if v G V then
îff ve S. So 5 introducing the manifold
we have that S p can be presented as (1.14) S.= {u\i (1) For the définitions of the spaces /f"(Q) and iïJ(Q), see e g [28] Revue 
|jfe)
Problem (1.18) can be linearized by considering an element ƒ of and introducing the space (1.19) F(BJ= V p (6 h 
Since Vfô h ) is a closed subspace of S, it will be equipped with the norm (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) \\v\\v = llslloIt will also be convenient for the foliowing to associate to every cp in WÇG h ) a stress tensor M(cp) in K(lS ft ) defined by (1.21) M(q>)y
we have therefore for all cp in
It can be easily verified that (1.18) is equivalent to the following problem :
is a solution of (1.23). We shall give now a theorem that characterizes the relations between the solution of (1.23) and the solution of (1.1). -Existence and uniqueness of the solution of (1.23) follows immediately also from the abstract results of Brezzi [8] . In fact it is sufficient to observe that for ail <p in W{^h) (9 ^ 0) : We want now to prove some sufficient conditions on V, r, s such that the spaces V(V, *ü h ) and W(r, s, lo h ) verify condition Hl. For the sake of simplicity we will examine, as possible choice for K, only the classical cases K = triangle (and then each K will be a triangle) and K = unit square (and then each K will be a parallelogram).
NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION
First of ail, we remark that each transform F of the type (2.4) can be decomposed in a finite number of ways as the product of : i) a transform of type :
ii) a contraction :
iii) a rigid displacement :
Moreover, condition c2) guarantees that there exist four positive constants (1) rföJC) will be equipped with the (natural) norm :
n° décembre 1975, R-3.
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with the conditions (u, v) is the contmuous bilmear form associated with the operator A k9 we have that \j/ is solution of the problem
Moreover, from (2 28), (2 29 Proofi -First of all we remark that the value of
is independent of X ; in fact, for all (p in H 2 (K) and for all smooth self equilibrating tensor v in L we have Green's formula :
where n is the outward normal direction to dK and d/ is the elementary part of dK Therefore the value of (2.43) dépends only on Ç and v_ and we can set :
Hence, from lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to show that there exists a positive constant öc such that, for alll| in ( Vû, we have :
veV-{0}
For this, we remark that, for all £, in W such that ||MG A2^| | A ^ 0, we have from Hl (F, c Û))that : we note that D is a compact set, since *Û) is closed. We also note that, from (2.47) and from the continuity of P(u, ^ ), a(^ ) is continuous, and therefore we have : (1) , g (2) , n where 9 dépends on the constants a x anda 2 which appear in (2.5).
In the following paragraph we shall give some examples of choices of V, r, s, K such that Hl (F, <U)) is satisfied.
EXAMPLES
First of all, we introducé the South well functions U, F which are associated with a self-equilibrating stress field v by the formulas
and we consider, for <p and v sufficiently smooth, the formula :
h by substituting (3.1) in (3.2) we have :
On the other hand, it is well known that if ƒ and g are sufficiently smooth functions (say, if ƒ and g belong to H 2 (K)) then we have :
where s is the tangent direction to dk. Therefore from (3.3) and (3.4) we have :
We note now that the couple (£/, V) associated with a given stress field v is not unique, but if (U, V) and (U, V) are associated to the same v 9 then for each 9 in H 2 (K).
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We consider now, for each space V of smooth symmetrical and selfequilibrating tensors in K, the space SF(V) of the traces on dKof ail Southwell functions which are associated to some element i; in V. From the previous considérations we obtain immediately the following theorem. The proof is immédiate since condition
is equivalent to (3.10)
||MG A2 (9,9,I,9 /2 )I|A = 0 for ail (cp, <p /l5 <p /2 ) in T(dK).
We will now prove some technical lemmas. The proof follows immediately from lemma 3.1 and from the antisymmetry of the Legendre polynomials of odd degree. We shall now study the case j < r -1. For this, suppose first of all that (cp, cp /ls cp /2 ) is an element of TC(r, s, §) such that Ja* '
Jôk ds
Thenif(r -1 ) is odd, we immediately get from lemma 3.2 that (p /t = constant (i = 1, 2). If (r -1) is even we observe that from (3.25) and lemma 3.1 we get
We also note that, if {r -1 ) is even, the value of /[ r~1} at the boundaries of L t must be equal, for each i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore if, for the sake of simplicity, K is an equilateral triangle, we get = 1, 2) .
We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. -Let Kbe an (equilateral) triangle ; if s < r -1 and SF(V) contains P^^ôK)
x J P r _ 1 (3Â'), tafóng» W = TC(r, s, 9) ? condition C(V, W) is satisfied.
In a similar manner we can also prove the analogous resuit for K = unit square (the only différence will be, when (r -1 ) is odd, that conditions (3.28), We shall now consider the last case, i.e. s > r -1. Suppose that (cp, cp /1? cp /2 ) is an element of T(r y s, K) (with s > r -1 and i£, for sake of simplicity, equal to the unit square) such that : (3.33) We have from lemma 3.1 that :
Moreover if, for instance, L t = { 0 ^ x t ^ 1 5 x 2 = 0 }, c t must be equal to zero, since <p /x coincides, on L ls with the derivative of cp which is of degree < r -1 < s. From the continuity of <p ;i we have then c 2 = c 3 = c 4 = 0, and <p /t is constant. In a similar manner we prove that <p /2 is constant. The same arguments can be used for the case i£ = triangle {x x 0;x 2 Q;x 1 + x 2 l }.
Therefore we can state the following theorem. 
ifs>r-\and if SF{V) contains P s {ôK) x P s (dK), taking <U) = T(r, s, K), condition C(V, ih) is satisfied.
We remark now that if, for all integer m ^ 0, we set : then sufficient conditions in order to have that SF(V) contains
AH preceeding results can be summarized in the following theorem. 
1) K is a triangle, V contains S(m,
P
S{m, P, K) and S(m, Q, K) are defined in (3.36)-(3.39).
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REMARK. -Using lemma 3.1 it is possible to find many other sufficient conditions such that hypothesis Hl is satisfied. For example if we require that the functions cp of iS) ^ T(r, s, K), for s = r -1 and K -unit square, are such that « cp /12 is continuous at each vertex », we can prove that if SF(V) contains P s (dK) x P S {8K) and s is odd then C(V 9 W) holds.
ERROR BOUNDS
We want now to study, in the cases of the examples treated before, the behaviour in \h\ of the error bounds : 
.4) h\\i+uv h = Z E IKU^HKr
The proof of theorem 4.1 is based on an abstract lemma (cf [43] ) of the Bramble-Hilbert type which will be reported here in the most gênerai form since it can be useful in many other situations. We present here a different proof of the same result. and therefore from (4.5) (4.12) 0"-*Oin£.
The proof of the lemma will be now given in two steps. We shall first prove that, defining, for ail g in E,
we get that there exists a constant c l5 such that
(4-14)
Secondly we shall prove that there exists a constant c 2 such that :
In order to prove (4.14) we suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a séquence g n in E such that
(4-16)
Miff B |U,-0, (4-17)
Q(g") = 1.
Then, since P is finite dimensional, there exists a séquence g n = g n -p n defined by In order to apply lemma 4.1 to our case, let us consider for any integer k the space : We can now prove theorem 4.1.
Proof of theorem 4.1. -Let u e K(TS h ), and suppose that for all K in % h we have :
Then, for any given K in TS fc , consider the tensor « = u(K) e £< m+1) such that : Inf ||<|r -<p\ w .
We have the following theorem. Proof. -We shall give only a sketch of the proof, which is based essentially on the Bramble-Hilbert lemma. First of all we remark that : H(r 9 s, TSJ = { % | % e ff J(Q), %m e P r (ÔK), ^ e we obtain :
, it is known (see e.g. [5] , [10] , [15] , [36] ) that :
with c constant independent of \|/ and TS fc . Then the obvious inclusions : It is now welï known (cfr. again [10] ) that :
with c constant independent of \|/ and % h . Considering now the function cp -%, we obvious have that 
\KE-GH J
with c constant independent of \|/ and TS h . Therefore from (4.52) and (4.55) we get the resuit for s = 1 and the proof is completed.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION
We shall now make some remarks on the effective computation of the solution of the « discretized problem » (2.1 ). It is easy to verify that, with the indicated choice for V h and W h , (2.1) reduces to a System of NV + NW linear équations with NV + AWunknowns, where, of course, TVFis the dimension of V h and NW is the dimension of W h . In particular, let v il) , ..., u (WV) be a basis in V h and cp (1) , ..., <p iNW) a basis in W h \ writing • 
where A is a square NV x NV matrix, symmetrie and positive definite, S a rectangle NW x NV matrix and 3 T is the transposed of matrix 3.
The following part of the paragraph will be divided into four steps : a) computation of the coefficients, b) computation of the « known vectors » F and G, c) solution of the ünear system, d) numerical results.
a) Computation of the coefficients
The practical computation of the coefficients A tj of the matrix A can be performed without difficulty, since We get, obviously, that v a) (K% ..., v in) (K) is a basis in V(V, K); ordering now the éléments K in TS h , and calling them, say, K l9 ..., K N{h)3 we can set, for each j = 1 ? ..., n and for each / = 1, "., N(h) :
we obtain a basis in V h = V(V, lo h ); it is easy to verify that, with a basis of this type, A becomes a block-diagonal matrix, each block being a square n x n matrix which is symmetrical and positive definite. On the other hand, for the computation of the coefficients of S the use of Green's formula is necessary, since we have .7) is the greatest difficulty, since in gênerai it is impossible to calculate a priori a particular solution ƒ of the équation :
Ke^H -
We shall show in the following a procedure which proved efficient in reducing évaluation of (5.6) and (5.7) to the computation of some intégrais of the known function p, multiplied by suitable polynomials, performed on the éléments K.
We shall first treat the simplest case, in which Q is a square with sides parallel to the axes, and all the éléments K are also squares of the same type, with sides of lenght h. A more gênerai case, in which all the éléments K are triangles of gênerai type, will be treated later on.
Let then K be a square element and let (x[, x 2 ) and (x'[, x 2 ) be the coordinates of the lower left vertex and, respectively, of the upper right vertex of K, as shown in fig. 1 .
In each K we choose now ƒ of the type :
and we remark that, in this case, we get :
We observe that if v (l) is an element of a basis of type (5.12) which is not zero in K, then : (5.21) [ƒ, »<•>] = f f rJ % dx = 2 f fvf 2 dx.
Setting now, for the sake of simplicity, (5.22) v = vf 2 we define in K the function
JXi J X2
First we observe that, since v is supposed to be a polynomial in K, g is also a polynomial, and its expression can be computed without difficulty. 'Moreover we have : Since ƒ? is the known function and gf is polynomial which can be easily deduced from v (i \ terms (5.6) can be easily computed using expression (5.28).
Let now deal with terms (5.7); by means of Green's formula and of (5.16) Let now q> = cp (i) be an element of such basis, and let P = (P l9 P 2 ) be the node of lS fc corresponding to cp, in the sense that P is the unique node in which <p = cp yi -<p /2 = 0 do not hold. The sum which appears in (5.29) is now reduced to the sum of the four intégrais over the four sides which have P as a vertex (see fig. 2 , where the indicated sides are called
If we dénote by ƒ (I) the restriction to K t of ƒ, we get We remark that, since q> is a polynomial on each L ij9 functions <p(P 1 ,x 2 ) and (p(x 1? P 2 ) will also be polynomials in each K ly and therefore (5.7) can be easily calculated by (5.38). We shall examine now the more genera! case in which the éléments K are triangles; we shall show that, even in this case, quantities (5.6) and (5.7) can be calculated by evaluating intégrais over some éléments K of the function p(x u x 2 ) multiplied by suitable polynomials. Let K a triangle in ¥> h ; we first remark that, by translation and eventually exchanging the x x -axis with the x 2 -axis, we can always reduce to the situation of fig. 3 Let us study, fïrst, the quantity (5.6) ; we suppose that v = v {l) is an element of the basis (5.12) which is different from zero on K, and we want to calculate the quantity 
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We shall now make some comments on the « topological structure » of 3€ (i.e. the position of the non-zero éléments). It is easy to verify that, if we choose as degrees of fredom in W h = W(r, s, 1SJ the values of q> and of some of its partial derivatives at certain points on the sides of the éléments K, then the coefficient H tj of J£ is different from zero pnly if cp (i) and (p 0) have its « corresponding points » on the boundary of the same element.
value of (9, <p /JC , <p /y ) value of ((p, <p (xy cp /y , cp /JC)) ) value of (cp, <p /n , cp /ns ) value of (cp, <p /n , (p /s > 9 /ns ) value of (<p,") value of (q>, <p /n ) Value Of (<p, <p /;e , (p /y , <P/**> Figure 4 It follows that the topological structure of JÊ is depending only on the choice of the degrees of freedom in W h . We remark that, however, in order to have a C^-continuity for the functions of W(r y s, 15 h \ we are compelled to choose, as degrees of freedom, at least the values of (<p, <p /l5 <p /2 ) at the nodes, O value of (<p, <p /je , <p /y ) ® value of (q>, <p /x , <p /y , <p /Jt ")
• value of (q>,q> /1If <P/J I value of (<p /n ) Q value of (cp, <p /x> «p,,, cp /xx , <p /xy , Figure 5 and this justifies conditions r ^ 3, s > 1. We also remark that in many cases the degrees of freedom of W(r, s, TSJ will coincide with those used in the classical, conforming and non conforming, finite element « displacement » methods for biharmonic équations. Nevertheless the coïncidence of the degrees of freedom does not imply that the trial functions will coincide at the interior of the éléments and, in many cases, even on the interelement boundaries, as in the non-conforming methods. Similarly, the structure of the matrices for the displacement methods and for the hybrid methods will coincide, but not the values of non-zero coefficients ; again the « known vectors » are computed in a similar fashion but they do not coincide. We also remark that, evçn if the topological structure of J€ remains unchanged, changing V h , the values of the non-zero coefficients (and, of course, of the known vector) depend on the choice of V h ; we have therefore many « hybrid analogues » of the same displacement method. We give in the following some examples of choices of degrees of freedom in W(r, s, TS h ) for some value of r and s in the case K = triangle ( fig. 4 ) and in the case K = unit square ( fig. 5) . The reader will recognize many of the classical « structures » used in the displacement methods (as e.g. Zienkiewicz, Clough-Tocher, Bramble-Zlamal, Adini, Fraeijs de Veubeke-Sander, BognerFox-Schmit) and also other different « structures » that can be easily used by the « hybrid analogue » approach.
d) Numerical results
We shall report hère some of the results obtained in the numerical experiments performed on the Honeywell 6030 of the « Centro di Calcoli Numerici deirUniversità di Pavia », in the simplest case of a square plate ; the « réfé-rence element K » was also a square and the choices W(3, 1, TSJ and W(3, 3, TSJ has been tested for W h (that is, the hybrid analogous of the « Adini element » and of the « Bogner-Fox-Schmit element »). with an accurate comparison between some of the classical displacement methods and their hybrid analogues will be published in a forthcoming paper by the same authors. 
